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4.5.2. Definition: Twin Primes. 

If p and 2+p  are both prime numbers, then p and 2+p  

are called twin primes  

Examples: 

• Find all twin primes between 15 and 50. 

The primes 15 – 50 are: 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47 

Hence the twin primes between 1 and 50 are: 

17, 19 29, 31 41, 43 

• Does 97 have a “twin” to form a pair of twin primes? 

No. 

Exercises: 

• Find all twin primes between 101 and 150. 

 

 

  

 

• Does 197 have a “twin” to form a pair of twin primes? 
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4.6. Greatest Common Divisor 

4.6.1. Definition: Greatest Common Divisor 

Let 0or0with,, ≠≠∈ baba  . 

The greatest common divisor of a and b, denoted gcd(a, b), 

is a natural number c with the following properties: 

A. c is a common divisor of both a and b. 

That is ac |  and bc |  

B. For all natural numbers d, if d is a common divisor of 

a and b, then cd ≤ . 

That is cdbdadd |)||(, ⇒∧∈∀   

Exercise: 

Write the definition of greatest common divisor using logic 

notation. 
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Examples: 

Evaluate: 

• gcd(18, 12) 

Factors of 18: 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18 

Factors of 12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 
6)12,18gcd( =∴  

• gcd(18, –12) 

Factors of 18: 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18 

Factors of –12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 
6)12,18gcd( =∴  

Note: need only consider positive factors since gcd is 

a natural number 

Exercises: 

• Evaluate gcd(45, 75) 

 

 

• Evaluate gcd(7, 11) 
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If kkppppa αααα ...321 321=  and 

kkppppb ββββ ...321 321= , then 

),min(),min(
2

),min(
1 ...1),gcd( 2211 kkkpppba βαβαβα×=  

where 00 ≠≠ ii and βα  

Example: 

• gcd(3220, 1155) 

35
751)2310,2772gcd(

117531155
237523220 2

=
××=

×××=
×××=

 

• gcd(35100, 6975) 

75
531)6975,35100gcd(

31536975

11753235100

2

22

22

=
××=

××=

×××=
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Exercises: 

• Evaluate gcd(2772, 2310). 

 

 

 

• Evaluate gcd(6615, 1352). 

 

 

 

• If cba =),gcd( , what are 

),gcd(),,gcd(),,gcd( bababa −−−− ? 

 

 

• For 0or0with,, ≠≠∈ baba  , does gcd(a, b) 

always exist? Is it unique? 

 

• gcd(0, 0) is not defined. Why? 
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4.7. Least Common Multiple 

4.7.1. Definition: Least Common Multiple 

Let 0or0with,, ≠≠∈ baba  . 

The least common multiple of a and b, denoted lcm(a, b), is 

a natural number c with the following properties: 

A. c is a common multiple of both a and b. 

That is ca |  and cb |  

B. For all natural numbers d, if d is a common multiple 

of a and b, then dc ≤ . 

That is dcdbdad |)||(, ⇒∧∈∀   

Exercise: 

Write the definition of least common multiple using logic 

notation. 
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Example: 

Evaluate: 

• lcm(9, 15) 

Multiples of 9: 9, 18, 27, 36, 45,….  

Multiples of 15: 15, 30, 45…. 
45)15,9(lcm =∴  

• lcm(32, –24) 

Multiples of 32: 32, 64, 96, 128,….  

Multiples of –24: 24, 48, 72, 96,…. 
96)24,32(lcm =−∴  

Note: Need only consider positive multiples since lcm 

is a natural number 

Exercise: 

• Evaluate lcm(45, 75) 

 

 

• Evaluate lcm(7, –11) 
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If kkppppa αααα ...321 321=  and 

kkppppb ββββ ...321 321= , then 

),max(),max(
2

),max(
1 ...),(lcm 2211 kkkpppba βαβαβα= . 

Example: 

Evaluate: 

• lcm(3220, 1155) 

106260
23117532)2310,2772(lcm

117531155
237523220

2

2

=
×××××=

×××=
×××=

 

• lcm(35100, 6975) 

3264300
11731532)6975,35100(lcm

31536975

11753235100

222

22

22

=
××××=

××=

×××=
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Exercise: 

• Evaluate lcm(2772, 2310). 

 

 

 

• Evaluate lcm(6615, 1352). 

 

 

 

• If cba =),(lcm , what are 

),(lcm),,(lcm),,(lcm bababa −−−− ? 

 

• For 0or0with,, ≠≠∈ baba  , does lcm(a, b) 

always exist? Is it unique? 
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4.8. The Euclidean Algorithm 

The Euclidean Algorithm is an efficient process for finding 

the greatest common divisor of two integers. It uses the 

Quotient-Remainder Theorem and the following lemmas: 

Lemma 1: rr =)0,gcd(  

If r is a positive integer, then rr =)0,gcd( . 

Proof: 

Let 0, >∈ rr  , and let .rc =  

Clearly, rc |  and 0|c . 

Obviously, any other divisor of r (all of which also divide 

0) must divide c as .rc =  

That is cddrdd |)0||(, ⇒∧∈∀   

rcr ==∴ )0,gcd( . 
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Lemma 2: ),gcd(),gcd( rbbarbqa =⇒+=  

If  0,, ≠∈ bba   and ∈rq,  that rqba +×= , then 

),gcd(),gcd( rbba = . 

Proof: 

The proof of this lemma has two parts: 

a. Prove that ),gcd(|),gcd( rbba ; and 

b. Prove that ),gcd(|),gcd( barb . 

Once we have shown these two results and noting that the 

greatest common divisor is always positive, we can 

conclude that ),gcd(),gcd( rbba = . 

A. Prove that ),gcd(|),gcd( rbba . 

Let ∈= kba ),gcd( . 

Then ak |  and bk | ; that is, 

( ) )1(,, knbkmanm =∧=∈∃  . 

We are given that )2(0, >+×= rrqba , 

Substituting (1) into (2), we have 

( )nqmkr
rknqkmrknqkm

−=⇒
=−⇒+=
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Clearly, ∈− nqm  and so rk | . 

Therefore, k is a common divisor of b and r. 

So ( )rbk ,gcd| , that is, ),gcd(|),gcd( rbba . 

B. Prove that ),gcd(|),gcd( barb . 

Let ∈= lrb ),gcd( . 

Then bl |  and rl | ; that is, 

( ) )3(,, lnrlmbnm =∧=∈∃  . 

We are given that )4(0, >+×= rrqba . 

Substituting, (3) into (4), we have 

( )nmqlalmqa +=⇒+= ln . 

Clearly, ∈+ nmq  and so al | . 

 Therefore, l is a common divisor of a and  b.  

So ( )bal ,gcd| , that is, ),gcd(|),gcd( barb . 

Therefore, by A. and B. ),gcd(),gcd( rbba = . 
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4.8.1. Process: The Euclidean Algorithm 

The Euclidean Algorithm is used to find gcd(a, b) and can 

be described as follows: 

1. Let 0||||with,, ≥>∈ baba  . 

2. If b = 0, then aba =),gcd(  (by Lemma 1). 

If 0≠b , apply the quotient remainder theorem to get 

brrbqa <≤+= 0where, , then, (by Lemma 2) 

),gcd(),gcd( rbba = . 

Repeat the process in step 2, to find ),gcd( rb  

(i.e. let a = b and b = r). 

The process is guaranteed to terminate eventually with 

0=r  because each new remainder is less than the 

preceding one and all are nonnegative. 

Note if a < 0 or b < 0 then let |||,| bbaa ==  in the above 

algorithm 
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Examples: 

Find the greatest common divisor of the following pairs of 

numbers using the Euclidean Algorithm: 

• 2772 and 2310 

462
)0,462gcd(

)462,2310gcd()2310,2772gcd(Therefore
462

)0,462gcd()462,2310gcd(Hence
054622310

:findto462by2310Divide
)462,2310gcd()2310,2772gcd(Hence

462123102772
:findto2310by2772Divide

=
=
=
=
=

+×=

=
+×=
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• –243 and 223 

1
)0,1gcd(
)1,2gcd(
)2,3gcd(
)3,20gcd(

)20,223gcd(
)223,243gcd()223,243gcd(Therefore

1
)0,1gcd()1,2gcd(Hence

0212
:findto1by2Divide

)1,2gcd()2,3gcd(Hence
1123

:findto2by3Divide
)2,3gcd()3,20gcd(Hence

26320
:findto3by20Divide

)3,20gcd()20,223gcd(Hence
31120223

:findto20by223Divide
)20,223gcd()223,243gcd(Hence

201223243
:findto223by243Divide

3)gcd(243,22)223,243gcd(

=
=
=
=
=
=
=−
=
=

+×=

=
+×=

=
+×=

=
+×=

=
+×=

=−
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Exercises: 

Find the greatest common divisor of the following pairs of 

numbers using the Euclidean Algorithm: 

• 15 and 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• 5 and 9 
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• 90 and –54  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• 24 and 63  
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4.8.2. Definition: Relatively Prime 

If 1),gcd(and, =∈ baba   then a and b are relatively 

prime. 

Example: 

( ) 19,17gcd = , therefore 17 and 9 are relatively prime 

Exercises: 

• Which of these pairs are relatively prime? 

∗ 3, 8  

∗ 27, 32   

∗ 81, 33   

∗ 72, 139   

• True or False? If true, what is y? If false, give a 

counterexample 

 1),gcd(,, =∈∃∈∀ yxyx    

• Let p be prime, ∈n . What are the two possibilities 

for ( )np,gcd ?  
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4.8.3. Theorem: Linear Combination of gcd 

If ∈ba,  and not both equal zero, then ( )ba,gcd  exists 

and there exist ∈nm,  such that ( ) nbmaba +=,gcd . 

Note. 

The theorem says two things: 

• ( )ba,gcd  always exists (as long as a and b are not both 

zero) 

and 

• ( )ba,gcd  can be written as a linear combination of a 

and b. 

Corollary 1: 

If a and b are relatively prime, ( ) 1,gcd =ba . 

Thus ∈∃ nm,  such that ( ) nbmaba +== 1,gcd . 

Corollary 2: 

∈∀ cba ,, , if ( ) 1,gcd =ba  and bca | , then ca | . 
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Proof: 

We must prove that: 

( ) )|)|1,((gcd,,, cabcabacba ⇒∧=∈∀  . 

We know: 

( ) 1,gcd =ba  that is ∈∃ nm,  such that 

)1(1 nbma +=  

and  

bca | , that is ∈∃k  such that )2(kabc = . 

We must prove that ca | , that is, we must find l Œ Ÿ such 

that lac = . 

Multiplying (1) by c we have )3(nbcmacc += . 

Substituting (2) into (3) 

( )

ca
nqmclla

anqmc
nqamacc

|
where

∴
∈+==

+=
+=


 


